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Abstract 

With the swift development of workflow technology, workflow management system has been widely used. To 

date, many models and architectures are efficient in constructing workflow engine which is the core of a 
workflow management system. This paper presents a relational data-based lightweight workflow engine model 

which based on the relational database. In this model, the definition of the workflow and the data used in the 

workflow process are kept in the database. This model contains the necessary functions and characteristics of 

simple business flow rather than all the business flow. The model is composed of three main function modules. 

These three modules interact with database through DBMS. Under the guidance of this model, a flexible and 

low-cost workflow engine can be built efficiently. Now this model has been used by Shanghai Rongheng 

Inforamtion Technology Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the idea of workflow turns out to be very popular. Workflow is a calculation model of a business 

flow. Workflow technology changes the traditional design which focuses on the module and the function. [1]. In 

order to realize the business flow automation management, workflow management system (WFMS) comes into 

being. The main purpose of a workflow management system is to support of the definition, execution, 

registration and control of processes. These processes can be any kind, but most stimulation comes from its 

promising usage in managing business processes [2]. How to control and manage a workflow? This is the main 

content of the conception of Workflow Engine. Workflow engine offers the environment that a workflow 
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instance needs for execution. It can explain the process model, control the process instances, explore the 

activities of a process, evoke other application and access the workflow data. Apparently, workflow engine is the 

only way to implement workflow management [3]. A workflow engine with good performance needs a good 

structure engine kernel that solves simple process running problems, namely execution performs in the order of 

one node by another. The following questions are main concerned: flow definition, flow dispatching problem, 

flow execution problem [4]. 

Most existing workflow products, in varying degrees, are bound to specific applications. These products 

which rely on specific applications are functional and powerful. But they have remarkable defects such as the 

weak expansibility, the low-rise dependability and usability of the products, the weak integrating with applied 

system. They are difficult to be migrated seamlessly. In comparison, the lightweight [5] workflow model 

(LWWM) is more flexible [5]. The designing principles of LWWM are sufficient, flexible and low-cost. 

LWWM mainly considers the definition of data model and the coordination between the activities, as well as the 
distribution of tasks and control. 

This paper presents a relational data-based lightweight workflow engine model (RDLW) which based on the 

relational database. The definition of the workflow and the data used in the workflow process are all saved in the 

database. This model contains the necessary functions and characteristics of simple business flow rather than all 

the business flow, so it is flexible and lightweight. Three main functional modules make up the relational data-

based lightweight workflow engine model. These closely related modules play different parts in the workflow 

engine model. 

The following part of this paper will be arranged as below. In section 2, this paper compares the advantages 

of several related workflow engines which are realized in different way. In section 3, the concept of the relational 

data-based lightweight workflow engine model is presented. In section 4, this paper describes the details of these 

three main modules in RDLW. Then, the findings and directions of future work are discussed in the last section. 

2. Related work 

The workflow model is the abstract expression to the workflow or the business process. Generally speaking, 

most of the workflow models are application-oriented. So different applications may leads to different workflow 

models, and some models have very good performance. Julian Jang [6] discusses a novel implementation of a 

workflow engine that supports service-based applications. The applications are defined according to the GAT 

(Guard-Action-Trigger) model, which is an event-based programming model using conditional guards to 

determine when both normal and exception-handling activities are to be executed.  

Owing to the development of network and B/S structure framework, many researchers attempt to combine 

their models and architectures with the network technology. Li Wei [7] puts forward a model design and key 

codes based on the latest Java Web Services technical specifications JAX-WS (Java API for XML Web Services) 

and the BPEL (Business Workflow Execution Language) specification JBoss (Java Business Workflow 

Management) BPEL. A web service-enabled workflow system is a flexible tool for accessing distributed 

scientific data, and executing complex analysis on it. Jie Cheng [8] describes a four-layered architecture of the 

workflow system, which consists of web interaction layer, workflow engine layer, workflow components layer 

and resource layer. They also develop an intuitive and easy-to-use web based toolkit and apply it to atmospheric 

data processing. 

It is believed that workflow management system has been widely used. This automated way of working has 

brought convenience to people. So a workflow engine based on a good model is very important. The relational 
data-based lightweight workflow engine model, in this paper, offers us common method to build a flexible and 

expansible workflow engine. 
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3. The concept of RDLW model 

The workflow engine plays the most important part in a workflow management system. There are many kinds 

of methods of constructing the workflow engine. In this paper, a relational data-based lightweight workflow 

engine model which is based on relational database was put forward. The design of the RDLW model has the 

following three characteristics. 

 WfMC: In this model, the workflow definition is based on the standard of the workflow management 
coalition (WfMC), so it has good extensibility. 

 Lightweight: In RDLW, the enterprise application is abstracted. This model realizes the necessary functions 

rather than all the functions. So the RDLW model is lightweight and flexible. 

 Relational Data-based: The definition of the workflow and the data used in the workflow process are all kept 

in the database. The workflow data in the database can be divided into two types, some are the definition of 

the workflow and logical description, and the others are the data used in the workflow process. 
The details of this model will be further described in the following. 

3.1 The Structure of RDLW 

This relational data-based lightweight workflow engine consists of three main modules as shown in Fig. 1. 

They are the workflow definition module, workflow logic control unit and workflow analysis module. These 

three modules interact with database through DBMS. The following will describe the specific function of each 

module. 
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Fig 1.  The description of RDLW model 

 Workflow definition module: The main function of this module is to generate the definition of the workflow 

type which is similar to create a class in object-oriented design. With the help of the visual modeling tools, 

users can make the workflow definition easily. The workflow definition is described in XML Process 
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Definition Language (XPDL) and saved in the workflow type table. When users need to run a workflow, the 

workflow engine will create a workflow object according to the workflow type. 

 Workflow logic control unit: In this process, the control unit can create a workflow object according to the 

workflow type. Also, it will generate all the workflow nodes of the workflow object and save the 

information of the nodes in the relational database. As the workflow object is running, the control unit 

dominates the workflow process according to the state of the workflow objects and node objects.  

 Workflow analysis module: The main function of this module is achieving the Object-relational mapping 

(ORM). This module realizes the data mapping at program-level and database-level. When the workflow is 

running, the tables and records at database-level will turn into objects at program-level.  

3.2 Design of Database Structure about RDLW 

In the model of RDLW, the definition of the workflow, the logic information and the data used in the 

workflow object are all kept in the database. Therefore, the design of the database structure will be very 

important. Fig. 2 shows the format of workflow model in database. There are seven tables describing the 

workflow, and the description can be divided into two categories. The left two tables in Fig. 2 describe the types 

of the workflow. Other tables in the right part contain the information of the workflow objects. The left part is 

similar to the concept of class in the object-oriented design. The right part can be seen as objects in the object-

oriented design. The conversion is completed through the workflow analysis module. 
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Fig 2.  The E-R chart of the workflow model 

In this database structure, FlowChartType table and WorkFlow table are the most important tables. Different 

workflow definitions will be different records in FlowChartType table, and these records can be seen as the 

templates of the workflows. WorkFlow table stores the real workflow objects created by the templates. The 

workflow engine relies on the workflow objects to processes the work. 
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4. Details of the modules in RDLW 

As described in the last section, these three modules play different parts in the RDLW model. They all need 

the support of relational database, and they interact with each other through the relational database. In the 

following part, some details of these three modules will be described. 

4.1 Workflow Definition Module 

As Fig. 1 shows, there are two parts that interact with the RDLW model. One is the visual modeling tool, with 

the help of which users can generate the definition of the workflow easily. The other is the extensible part called 

application interface, through which other designers can use the workflow engine seamlessly.  

The workflow definition module collects the information of the workflow from the visual modeling tool and 

generates the definition of the workflow in XPDL. Fig. 3 shows the description of the definition in XPDL.  

When users create the workflow by the visual modeling tool, the workflow definition module will generate 

the definition of the workflow at the same time and save the definition in database. In this definition, the 

“Activity” element represents the workflow node object. And the “Transition” element represents the 

relationship between workflow nodes. This is a kind of general description of workflow definition.  

The visual modeling tool which cooperates with workflow definition module in RDLW will fulfill the 

workflow definition. 

 

 

Fig 3.  Description of workflow definition in XPDL 

4.2 Workflow Logic Control Unit 

The workflow logic control unit processes the work by executing each node within the workflow according to 

information in it. First of all, the workflow logic control unit gets the workflow object from the database and 
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finds the current node in the workflow. Then the control unit will do the logic work under the guidance of the 

information that saved in the workflow node. When the logic work of the current node is fulfilled, the control 

unit will get down to the next node. 

The abstract application procedure of workflow logic control unit based on RDLW is described in Fig. 4. This 

flow chart focuses on describing the work process of this workflow engine. In this procedure, users can run a 

exist workflow or create a new workflow through visual modeling tool. When the workflow instance is running, 

the workflow logic control unit will execute the workflow according to the information of workflow objects and 

node objects that kept in the database.  
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Fig 4.  Procedure of the workflow engine 

4.3 Workflow Analysis Module 

In the RDLW model, the database plays an important part, and all the data are kept in it. So this model is also 

a database-driven model. As described in Fig. 5, the data in RDLW model can be divided into two levels: the 

program-level and the database-level. The data have different performances at the two levels. 

 It is useful and significant to mapping the data at different levels. The mapping work of data in different level 

is fulfilled by the workflow analysis module. This will simplify the design of the workflow engine, and the 

workflow engine may work more efficiently. 
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Fig 5.  The data mapping of the RDLW 

5. Conclusions and future work 

In conclusion, it is wise to apply workflow technology to management systems, so as to optimize the business 

processes. The relational data-based lightweight workflow model (RDLW) only implements the necessary 

functions and characteristics of the workflow, so it improves extensibility and flexibility of workflows. Further 
more, the difficulty of the workflow implementation is largely decreased by this relational data-based 

lightweight workflow model. 

This model has been applied in a project of Shanghai Rongheng Information Technology Ltd and has been 

proved to improve the efficiency of the development of enterprise application. 

However, our RDLW model is still open to improvement and we will also attempt to apply the RDLW model 

to the Web-based application. In the future we will also focus on combining network and SOA architecture to 

upgrade our model for Web-based use. 
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